Airport Retailing

Kindred Spirits are like souls, similar
but not the same. It is a term usually
referred to among adults and certainly
not products that are for sale in a shop,
but why not? Why can’t we have
products that are kindred spirits?
Products that are of the same ‘market’
 like trousers and belts.
It makes a lot of sense for the time
strapped customer. In airport retailing
terms this process is called ‘product
adjacencies’, and in time strapped,
space at a premium airport, retailing it
makes an awful lot of sense. To be fair
it is in high street retailing and it works
very successfully. Every department
store has ‘cosmetics’ as it’s opening
shop front, this makes nancial sense
as the area can take upwards of ten
percent of the stores turnover. For
airport retailing not only does it make
sense because there are space issues
but this method of retailing has now
become theatre. Nick Taylor, Director
of The Design Solution has virtually
made it his ‘signature’ design work
when designing retail environments for
airports around the world as he
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explains. “It all comes down to
space and in particular the shape of
that space, in Pulkova Airport  St
Petersburg, Russia the space was
architecturally long and thin, it was decided
to split the space so that you walked through a
World of Liquor then Perfume and Cosmetics and
nally Confectionary. This meant we had to come
up with a strategy to deal with the adjacency between
Cosmetics and Perfume and Liquor. The way this was
achieved was to use the more feminine side of Liquor  wine
and champagne as a transition and on the other side of the
walkway was male grooming as another logical
adjacency.”
This design for airport retailing is a lot to do with
what the customer expects especially in a Duty
Free operation. We expect to see the darker end
of Liquor such as Brandies and Whisky
adjacent to tobacco and humidor oers as a
sales pitch targeted at the male
customer. Liquor then moves through
the Liqueurs, Rums, Gins, Vodkas and
out into the Wine and
Champagnes. This sits well next
to the premium end of
Confectionary. From here,
the consumer moves into
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Snacking and nally Kids.
There is a more detailed and rened retailing
methodology that is the next step on from
product adjacencies and that is ‘Product
Clustering’. Here the category becomes king
while upgrading the actual brand. They are
called The World of….or The……………
.boutique. There are many phrases that are
used but all promote and elevate the
category rather than a single brand. Here,
both design and materials take on a new
meaning as Nick Taylor explains. “The way
we set up the environment is key. The use of
materials which are not perceived to have
premium qualities whilst retaining the feel of
a quality space you would like to dwell in and
exudes the category story. The use of matt
nishes helps as does tonally lighter
surfaces. Low density of product gives a
feeling of premium quality. We nd that the
use of multilayered table tops works well at
the entrance to a category to present o ers
and give that value message.”
This is one type of merchandising that gives
the opportunity for the retailer to
interact with the consumer more. It can also
give more retailing opportunities as Taylor
continues. “The potential for more frequent
cross merchandising opportunities creating
more experiential sets where you might
bring multicategory products together as
part of a themed ‘story’. I can see it
becoming a powerful draw for passengers.
One which brings life to products rather than
simply presenting them as a supermarket
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might. It does require
thought and space. There is a
disadvantage to this in the cost of
property, particularly retail at an
airport. I see this becoming a collection
of Oases along the walkthrough journey
rather than taking over as a concept on a
major scale.”
This is a very interesting point Taylor raises, a lot
more thought needs to go into the whole visual
merchandising approach. If airports are starting to think
about new ways of interesting the customer in the
products they sell then the high street major retailers should
be doing likewise. They, after all, have the space unlike an
airport. Men get turned o by some types of shopping  it’s
all a lot easier ‘online’ one click for trousers another
click for a belt, not up an escalator and a ‘hunt the
thimble’ operation looking for a belt. Logic dictates
you would nd them together, but unfortunately I
nd this seldom happens. A1
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